New world, new way of working
Today’s relentless pace of change is a permanent
reality—driving the world to reconsider the way work
gets done. To stay ahead means embracing new
perspectives, open ecosystems and collaborative
approaches that allow businesses to continually reinvent
and accelerate.
As a company dedicated to delivering transformation
through technology, IBM has continually evolved over
more than a century to meet the demands of a changing
business landscape. Today IBM Consulting™ is more
strategically focused and technologically capable than
ever. Harnessing the power of the most revolutionary
technologies of our time, regardless of where they come
from, we’re uniquely poised to help our clients keep
pace in this state of perennial change.
We work shoulder to shoulder, not just with you,
but with the world’s top technology companies, exploring
new ways to deliver long-lasting impact, every day.
We’re excited to explore how we can create
value, together.
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At IBM Consulting, we embrace your
imperatives as our own, channeling
new perspectives, along with new
technologies, to turn challenges into
market opportunities.

Accelerate

Deliver meaningful impact, faster
IBM Consulting is a modern partner for the new rules
of modern business. We embrace an open way of working
by bringing a diverse set of voices and technologies
together. We collaborate closely, ideate freely and apply
breakthrough innovations that drive exponential impact
to change how business gets done.
Let’s work together, create together, grow together
and rethink what’s possible together.
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150,000
highly skilled
professionals in over
150 countries

80,000
cloud and enterprise
application experts

15,000
enterprise strategy
and business design
professionals

40+
leader rankings in
analyst reports
across our business
transformation portfolio

100%
of top 10 banks,
telcos, governments,
automotive, insurers
and healthcare
companies are clients

#1
rated best in overall
execution quality among
top 10 hyperscaler
cloud service providers*
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* HFS Top 10: Hyperscaler Cloud Service Providers 2021,
HFS Research, 11 March 2021.

What makes us
different
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Your partner in business transformation
To accelerate outcomes in a world that’s
radically changed requires a new approach
to partnership.

Business
imperatives

Growth

Innovation
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Cost reduction

Compliance

Productivity

Sustainability

→

Talent

Security

Transformational
outcomes
Accelerating digital
reinvention
Grow and transform your
business by reimagining
your strategy and how
you work.

Elevating platforms
and partnerships
Co-create the future with
a wide ecosystem of
partners and technologies.

Delivering impactful
experiences
Drive growth and loyalty
with your employees
and customers.

Optimizing hybrid cloud
and AI solutions
Deploy transformative
technologies to improve
the way work gets done.
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Top 3 among GSIs
6,300+ certifications

Oracle Partner for 35+ years
2,000+ certifications

Platinum Partner
10,000+ certifications

Global Strategic Implementation Partner
10,000+ certifications

Titanium Partner
3,300+ certifications

Gold Partner
20,500+ certifications

#1 Services Integrator Partner
1,000+ shared client footprint

Global Elite Partner
1,000+ certifications

#1 Certified Global Partner
38,000+ global consultants

Certified Global Systems Integrator Partner
2,300+ certifications
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Work with the world on your side
We embrace an open way of working, partnering with
application leaders like Adobe, Microsoft, Salesforce,
SAP, Workday and Celonis, plus infrastructure leaders
like Amazon Web Services (AWS), Microsoft Azure and
Google. Using the power of our partnerships, along
with the best IBM technologies, from IBM Cloud® to
IBM Watson®, Red Hat® and IBM Security®, we build
open ecosystems that enable clients to get more out
of top enterprise applications.
To implement these collaborative systems efficiently
at scale, we create and optimize hybrid cloud strategies
that reduce costs, increase productivity and open up
new opportunities for innovation. In the end, all the
thinking in the world won’t matter without the experience
and expertise to bring these strategies to life.
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Six unique ways we drive
greater impact

01
Excellence in
delivery

Critical end-to-end (E2E) technology
transformation on a global scale
requires mastery of complex multicloud,
data and AI challenges. IBM Consulting
reliably delivers the accelerated
outcomes and sustainable performance
our clients demand.

04
Expertise to de-risk
transformations

Deep industry-specific insights,
gained through broad experience with
digital transformations across a range
of environments and industries, give
IBM Consulting the strategic, operational
and application knowledge to de-risk
the path to innovation for clients.

02
Mastery of
hybrid cloud

As a leader in hybrid cloud, IBM
Consulting has the #1 Red Hat practice
in the world, building hybrid, multicloud
architecture solutions and platforms that
empower clients to take full advantage
of open innovation.

05
Technology that
advances innovation

The advantage that IBM Consulting
clients gain from having access to
IBM Research®, along with our close
connection with the IBM hybrid
cloud platform and AI and automation
software, is unmatched.

03
Radical
collaboration

Through co-innovation approaches
like IBM Garage™, IBM Consulting
collaborates with clients to envision
what’s next, integrating technology
foundations with agile methods
and practices to co-create, co-execute
and co-operate at scale.

06
Industry-centric
solutions

IBM Consulting uses the scale and
depth of IBM’s industry experience to
continually invest in technologies
that advance industry-centric services,
bringing distinctive value propositions
to clients.
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Industry-wide
expertise

IBM Consulting brings industry
expertise and market-leading end-toend transformation and technology
implementation capabilities to a wide
range of industries.
From enabling new platform, business,
and service models to driving radical
speed and efficiency improvements
through open hybrid cloud architectures,
we collaborate with our clients to
transform entire industries and provide
new sources of competitive advantage.
Combining creative thinking with
technical mastery and deep domain
expertise, IBM Consulting can help
you drive impact at speed and scale,
whatever your industry context.
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
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Automotive
Aerospace and defense
Banking and financial markets
Chemicals, petroleum
and industrial products
Consumer products, retail
and agribusiness
Electronics
Energy, environment and utilities
Government
Healthcare and life sciences
Insurance
Telco, media and entertainment
Travel and transportation
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Our capabilities
and experience
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Accelerating and scaling innovation
When you partner with IBM Consulting, we don’t
just hand over a strategy, we work alongside you
to deliver end-to-end transformations. Working
together with clients, we help address some of
the world’s most complex business challenges.

Strategy
Experience
Technology
Operations
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With an understanding of emerging trends
and industry disruptions, we help you uncover
the untapped potential inside your business
to drive growth.
→
→
→
→

Kraft Heinz
A platform to keep pace
with supply and demand

Business strategy
Industry solutions
Process design
Sustainability

Strategy
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Kraft Heinz partnered with IBM Consulting,
using IBM Garage methodology to
co-create ways to improve product
distribution by more accurately predicting
supply and demand. Through an iterative
framework of rapid ideation, prototyping
and testing, the IBM Garage process
revealed an opportunity to think differently
about functions across HR, supply chain
and sales. This process ultimately yielded
a solution that provides sales teams
with critical, real-time notifications of low
stock supplies. This new approach is
already proven to drive product velocity,
with increased sales in stores applying
this new technology.

Building experiences that create value for
customers and employees at every touchpoint,
IBM iX® takes a human-centric approach to
business design and transformation.

Boots UK
Digital orders grew by
more than 42% annually

→ Customer experience
→ Employee experience
→ Digital product engineering

Experience
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Facing ever-increasing customer
expectations, Boots, UK’s leading
pharmacy-led health and beauty retailer,
looked to remain unmatched in its
mission to deliver exceptional customer
and patient care by evolving with the
times. Working together with IBM iX,
we built, replicated and launched a
modernized digital environment for
e-commerce tools. The new approach
successfully improved the customer
experience, resulting in significant growth.

Working together across our ecosystem of
technology partners, we help you navigate
industry requirements to deliver transformations
that quickly scale impact.
→
→
→
→
→
→

Delta Airlines
Accelerating an ambitious
transformation journey

Application modernization services
Automation
Data, analytics and AI
Ecosystem services
Hybrid cloud infrastructure
Security

Technology
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In partnership with IBM Consulting,
Delta is currently executing a full-scale
digital transformation, migrating
90% of its applications and databases
to the cloud to enable a consistent
standards-based approach to deployment,
security and operations. This new
cloud architecture will integrate Delta’s
networks to increase agility and unlock
data for use across applications, leading
to a 30% improvement in productivity
for the future.

Transforming operations using rich data and
powerful AI technologies to integrate processes
and enable intelligent growth.
→
→
→
→
→

Unilever
Using BPO to drive
business performance

Customer process operations
Finance operations
Hybrid cloud management
Supply chain operations
Talent operations

Operations
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Having expanded rapidly over many years
in a siloed fashion, Unilever was looking
to improve the operations of multiple
finance and accounting processes across
a massive global network. IBM Consulting
partnered with Unilever to standardize
their business practices across more
than 85 countries, creating a flexible
operational and financial model to improve
performance and cost efficiency—all
delivered in more than 20 languages.
IBM’s transformation roadmap for Unilever
focused on business process outsourcing
(BPO) as a key executional lever. By
establishing a separate organization for
shared financial and accounting services,
the company was able to simplify and
optimize its operations, driving efficiency
at a global scale.

The way we
work together
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Habits that define us

We:

Build client trust.
Collaborate to succeed.
Grow with endless curiosity.
Embrace diverse perspectives.
Innovate with purpose.
Deliver with impact.

Across our roles and geographies, we view each initiative
as an opportunity to learn from each other, building our
own experience and agility along with that of our clients.
We work hard to build a culture that supports this mutual
growth, embracing and practicing distinctive habits that
define the way we work together.
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IBM Garage
Where innovation and transformation come together
IBM Garage is our end-to-end model for accelerating
digital transformation at scale. It helps generate
innovative ideas and equips you with the practices,
technologies and expertise to rapidly turn them
into business value.

10x
more innovative
ideas

67%
faster speed
to outcomes

6x
as many projects
into production

102%
ROI*

* The Total Economic Impact Of IBM Garage, a Forrester
study commissioned by IBM, October 2020

Co-create

Enterprise design thinking and
agile skills and knowledge transfer
Bring together the right people and
ecosystem partners to come up with
the next big ideas.

Co-execute

Purposeful agility and
transformation approaches
Embed technology into workflows and
prove adoption and business case with
a minimum viable product.

Co-operate

Technology that scales through
open architectures
Drive market growth and scale proven
products while integrating solutions
across channels and geographies.
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ibm.com/garage

Deep innovation and
insight into technology
and transformation
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IBM Institute for Business Value
Data-driven insights to boost your business IQ

IBM Research
Inventing what’s next

The IBM Institute for Business Value taps into the
expertise of a wide network of industry professionals,
clients and academics to deliver and share thoughtprovoking insights on emerging trends and opportunities.
For example, our annual CEO study taps into the
diversified thinking of more than 3,000 CEOs from across
industries and around the world for deep expertise that
drives prescriptive recommendations to address today’s
most pressing industry and marketplace challenges.
With a portfolio of more than 3,000 research-backed
reports, the IBM Institute for Business Value helps our
clients drive decision-making and reveal insights to
elevate business outcomes.

The problems we face in the world today require us
to work faster than ever before. Meeting this challenge
head-on, we partner with IBM Research scientists,
technologists, engineers and designers who are focused
on advancing the state of the art in critical areas like
AI, hybrid cloud, quantum computing, blockchain and
applied IoT technology.
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ibm.com/ibv

With over 6 billion USD in annual research investments,
IBM researchers have won 6 Nobel Prizes and
secured more than 150,000 patents. As a company,
we’re committed to innovating technologies that
accelerate our ability to solve complex human problems
and pioneer new discoveries in collaboration with our
clients and partners.

ibm.com/research

Explore how we can accelerate outcomes together
Customer expectations and new innovations
continually surface and disrupt the status quo, so
we’re constantly reframing our perspective and
reconsidering the tools necessary to drive sustained
impact. We don’t just envision new possibilities,
we apply transformative technologies and the power
of our ecosystem to accelerate smart ideas into
meaningful action.
Let’s accelerate together.
ibm.com/consulting
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Begin your transformation journey
ibm.com/garage
Explore powerful business insights
ibm.com/ibv
Discover what’s next
ibm.com/research
Stay informed
ibm.com/subscribe

All client examples cited or described are presented as
illustrations of the manner in which some clients have used
IBM products and the results they may have achieved.
Actual environmental costs and performance characteristics
will vary depending on individual client configurations and
conditions. Contact IBM to see what we can do for you.
It is the user’s responsibility to evaluate and verify the
operation of any other products or programs with IBM products
and programs. THE INFORMATION IN THIS DOCUMENT IS
PROVIDED “AS IS” WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, EXPRESS
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WITHOUT ANY WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
AND ANY WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF NON-INFRINGEMENT.
IBM products are warranted according to the terms and
conditions of the agreements under which they are provided.

Adobe and the Adobe logo are either registered trademarks
or trademarks of Adobe Systems Incorporated in the
United States, and/or other countries.
Microsoft is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation in the
United States, other countries, or both.

We’re so excited to see what
we can accomplish, together.

This document is printed on chlorine-free, recycled,
post-consumer paper by a certified printer with Forest
Stewardship Council (FSC) Chain of Custody certification
using bio-based inks. The energy used to manufacture
this paper and print was generated through renewable
green energy. Please recycle.

